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ABSTRACT

Begomovirus (family-Geminiviridae) infect a wide range of commercial crops like tomato, bean, cassava, cotton, cucurbits and chilli. Purification of begomoviruses from the infected plants, in particular from vegetable crops remains challenging. The conventional process of begomovirus purification requires sophisticated instruments and moreover, it is time-consuming. Herein, we used antibody-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles (Ab-MNPs) to purify begomoviruses from the infected plants. MNPs were prepared using the co-precipitation method (at pH between 8-12 & size 25nm). The prepared MNPs were functionalized with APTES (at pH 7) and confirmed with FTIR. Thus functionalized MNPs were conjugated with polyclonal antibodies (pAbs) using the EDC-NHS chemistry (size = 80nm). The crude extract prepared from the infected plants were suspended in the solution of Ab-MNPs and separated using a magnet. The captured virus particles were released into the aqueous solution (at pH 10). SDS-PAGE analysis and PCR analysis were done to confirm the presence of viral infection.
Introduction

Researchers show great interest from the wide range of applications of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) in the following disciplines including magnetic fluids, catalysis, biotechnology/biomedicine, magnetic resonance imaging, data storage and environmental remediation. The successful application of magnetic nanoparticles in various areas of research is highly determined by their stability. The common methods for the synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles include co-precipitation, Thermal decomposition, hydrothermal synthesis, micro-emulsion, sonochemical synthesis and other methods involved are electrochemical synthesis, laser pyrolysis technique and microorganism/bacterial synthesis. Among these techniques, co-precipitation is considered to be facile and efficient way to synthesize MNPs. Based on the reaction between the ferric and ferrous ions at the molar ratio of 1:2 combined with high pH, ionic strength and nitrogen bubbling contributes to the decrease in the size of the nanoparticles. The Fe$_3$O$_4$ is expected to be synthesized between pH 8 to 14. Further, dispersion of MNPs could be achieved through different strategies of bio-functionalization. The magnetic nanoparticles that are below 100 nm diameter possess a large surface area, lower sedimentation rates and improved tissular diffusion and the dipole-dipole interactions are significantly reduced due to their r6 scale is another advantage. It is due to their small size and high surface area, magnetic nanoparticles have distinct characteristics of their application in bioseparation compared to the conventional commercially available microbeads. The characteristics such as their good dispersibility, rapid and efficient binding of biomolecules and reversible/controllable flocculation.

The deep understanding and knowledge on the bio-functionalizing moieties and their interstellar distribution on the nanoparticle surfaces favors the functionalization of biomolecules. Bare MNPs possess certain limitations that it is unstable in strong acidic solution and tend to undergo leaching thereby reducing its reusability and lifetime. In the absence of appropriate functional groups, the hydrophobic surfaces on bare MNPs tend them to form agglomeration. Such limitations would make these MNPs unsuitable for immobilization of proteins and peptides. Therefore, functional groups including silanes, carboxylates and diols have been known to demonstrate surface modification strategies of metal nanoparticles like magnetite and maghemite. Various surface modification strategies have been developed to
renovate the hydrophobic iron oxide nanoparticles to hydrophilic particles using biocompatible coating materials, biomolecules and hydrophilic small molecules.\textsuperscript{22} Several surfactants including oleic acid, lauric acid, alkylsulphonic acids, and alkylphosphonic acids have been used.\textsuperscript{23} Polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) are the polymers that have been used.\textsuperscript{24} Natural dispersants including gelatin, dextran, polylactic acids, starch, albumin, liposomes, chitosan, ethyl cellulose have also been extensively employed for coating purpose in aqueous medium. Silanization is the most widely used technique to functionally modify the surface of bare magnetic nanoparticles due to its characteristics such as satisfying responsivity, low cytotoxicity, high stability under acidic conditions, inertness to redox reactions and easy to perform surface chemical modification. Their ability to react in either aqueous media or organic solvents at moderate temperatures under moderate conditions makes the silanization strategy ideal for surface functionalization.

The silane molecules are activated by the process of hydrolysis following which condensation occurs between Si-OH groups of the silanol and the hydroxyl groups on the MNP surface forming stable bonds on the surface.\textsuperscript{25} The bio-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles have enormous interest due to their wide use in the field of biotechnology and bio-nanomedicine.\textsuperscript{26,27} Bio-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles have been aided in the immobilization of biological materials including low molecular weight ligands, peptides, proteins, polysaccharides, polyunsaturated fatty acids, DNA, plasmids, siRNA etc.\textsuperscript{28} The conjugation of antibody to nanoparticles make them ‘super-recognizers’ that could specifically target antigen of interest.\textsuperscript{29} The wide applications of antibody-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles include therapeutics, diagnostics and bio-separation. Antibody-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles (Ab-MNPs) are widely used in [1] targeting and treatment of various cancers,\textsuperscript{30,31} [2] magnetic resonance and imaging,\textsuperscript{32,33} [3] Hyperthermia\textsuperscript{34} and [4] magnetic separation, purification and immunoassay.\textsuperscript{35} Magnetic bio-separation is the recently developing area in the field of nano-biotechnology which could slowly deteriorate the use of sophisticated, expensive instruments such as ultra-centrifuges used for separation. The applications of magnetic nanoparticles in the bio-separation techniques can solve different problems including high-cost and process...
The significant ability of bio-moiety (antibody) functionalized iron oxide nanoparticles in bio-separation will gain greater interests of industrial community in the separation of target molecules. Magnetic bio-separation possesses certain advantages such as 1) their ability to recover small particles (0.05 - 1µm) in the presence of multi-components or biological debris, 2) efficiently applicable for large-scale purification, 3) allows to save more time and money, 4) centrifugation steps can be avoided and 5) cross-contamination could be avoided. The antibody-conjugated iron oxide nanoparticles have been employed in the separation of cancer cells, pathogens including *E.coli* and *Staphylococcus* and CD3+ T-cells in addition, magnetic separation and immunoassay on multi-antigen system have been demonstrated. Some of the major advantages of employing nanoparticles as platform for functionalization of biomolecules are 1) their small size, 2) High surface area, 3) Modification using functional groups increasing its high capacity or selectivity and greater stability during storage.

In this study, we have demonstrated the magnetic bio-separation of Begomovirus from the infected plant samples. Begomovirus is considered to be a largest and most vital genus that belongs to the family *Geminiviridae*. These viruses tend to infect mostly dicotyledonous plants. These damaging plant viruses show severe threat to global food security. The symptoms of virus infection in plants are leaf curling, mosaic, vein yellowing and stunting of plant growth. These viruses are transmitted by white-flies (*Bemisia tabaci*). These are single-stranded DNA viruses that possess icosahedral twinned geminate particles. The transmission of these viruses by insects are mostly dependent on the coat protein that are adapted to different receptors of insects. In 1998, Swanson et al. has made the epitope profiles and antigenic properties of Begomovirus coat protein within genus. Swanson et al (1988) used both monoclonal antibodies and polyclonal antibodies for epitope profiling on the coat protein of Begomovirus.

Here in, we have conjugated the polyclonal antibodies (pAbs) specific to the genus Begomovirus on the surface of iron oxide nanoparticles for its bio-separation from the symptom showing squash plants *Benincasa hispida* for which we have reported the incidence of *Squash Leaf Curl China virus* (SLCCNV), a species of begomovirus. So far, conventional methodologies like ultra-centrifugation that are very expensive and time-consuming, have been used for the separation and purification of
Begomovirus from the debris.\textsuperscript{50} We demonstrate a low-cost, time saving purification technique that employs antibody-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles in the purification of begomovirus from the infected plant. This technique of employing iron oxide nanoparticles for the separation/purification of begomovirus from the infected ash gourd (\textit{Benincasa hispida}) plant samples would skip the centrifugation process with the great power of magnets.

\textbf{Material and Methods}

\textbf{Materials}

All reagents used for the synthesis of iron oxide nanoparticles were analytical grade purchased commercially and used as received. Ferrous chloride hydrated extra pure (code no. 03846) and Ferric chloride anhydrous 98\% extra pure (code no. 03817) were obtained from Loba Chemie Pvt. Ltd. Sodium Hydroxide pellets were obtained from RANKEM (code no. S0270). Sodium hydrogen phosphate –monobasic (1949146) and dibasic (1949144), Sodium lauryl sulphate (1948101), Tris buffer (2049171), Acrylamide, Bis-acrylamide, TEMED and APS were purchased from Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd. APTES (154766) was obtained from MP biomedicals. Hydrochloric acid was purchased from Merck and nitric acid from Fisher Scientific India Pvt. Ltd. Ultrapure Milli-Q water was used throughout the study (Millipore). Aqua regia was freshly prepared for washing glasswares used for the synthesis of iron oxide nanoparticles.

\textbf{In situ precipitation of iron oxide nanoparticles modified with APTES}

Magnetic nanoparticles were synthesized with modifications on the previously demonstrated protocols\textsuperscript{51-57} through co-precipitation of ferrous and ferric salts under the presence of N\textsubscript{2} gas with the help of NaOH solution. 16.25g of FeCl\textsubscript{3} and 6.35g of FeCl\textsubscript{2} were dissolved in 200 ml of distilled water, which leads to Fe\textsuperscript{2+}/Fe\textsuperscript{3+} ratio of 2:1 in the solution. The nitrogen gas provides an inert atmosphere, thereby preventing the oxidative conversion of magnetite to maghemite particles. The solution was stirred for 1 h at 30\textdegree C. The co-precipitation reaction has taken place by raising the pH of the
solution to 12 by adding 2M NaOH drop-wise into the reaction system at 70°C. The reaction was sustained for 3 hours at 70°C with the continuous supply of nitrogen gas. The following reaction occurs during the synthesis process.

$$2\text{FeCl}_3 + \text{FeCl}_2 + 8\text{NaOH} \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 (s) + 4\text{H}_2\text{O} + 8\text{NaCl}$$

After the completion of the reaction, the synthesized particles were cooled down and washed with double deionized water. The particles were repeatedly washed with the deionized water to remove excess of NaOH which was done till the pH reaches 6-7. According to Laconte et al (2005), the as-of synthesized magnetic nanoparticles aggregated due to the van der Waals forces resulting in the increase in the size of the particles. The black precipitate was sonicated for separating the particles for further modification. The particles were surface modified with the silanization process. 80 ml of 10% APTES was added drop-wise to ferro-fluid suspension under constant stirring. Before addition, the pH of the APTES solution was adjusted to 4 using glacial acetic acid. The reaction content was vigorously stirred for 1 h in nitrogen atmosphere. The particles were thoroughly washed with double deionized water through continuous collection and dispersion process (magnetic decantation) until the solution reached neutral pH. A small amount of precipitate was dried in a vacuum desiccator.

**Conjugation of Antibodies to the APTES-MNPs**

The antibody was conjugated on the magnetic nanoparticles based on the following protocol. The antibody was conjugated to the magnetic nanoparticles in 1:200 dilution. 10mM EDC and 5mM NHS were prepared in 0.1 M MES buffer at pH 5 and incubated with anti-ACMV antibody in a humid chamber for 1 h. Then 20µl of EDC-NHS activated antibody solution was added to MNP solution. Following which 20µl of 10mM phosphate buffer was added to 980µl of reaction solution. The reaction mixture was incubated for overnight at 30°C in vortex mixer. Antibody-conjugated MNPs were separated by placing the tube in a magnet. The pellet was collected and re-suspended in PBS for washing. Totally three washing steps were done and finally suspended in PBS.
Field survey and collection of squash plants showing begomovirus-infection symptoms

The squash plants *Benincasa hispida* showing symptoms of begomovirus infection was collected. Upon begomovirus infection, the plants develop symptoms including leaf curling, mosaic, vein yellowing or stunting of plant growth. The plant leaf samples showing such symptoms were collected from the nearby areas of Thiruvallur district. The inhabitation of white-flies (*Bemisia tabaci*) on the leaves also ensured Begomovirus infection.

Extraction of DNA from infected plant leaves

Total Genomic DNA was extracted from the symptomatic squash leaf samples using protocol suggested by Dellaporta et al. in 1983. Two leaf discs from collected leaf samples were taken in a sterile eppendorf tube (1.5 ml) and ground with 700 µl of Dellaporta buffer using a micro pestle. 100 µl of 10% SDS was added into the tube and mixed well and incubated at 65ºC for 10 minutes using a water bath. This was followed by addition of 200 µl of 5 M potassium acetate and vortexing for 5 minutes. The sample tubes were then incubated in ice for 20 minutes. Afterwards, the tubes were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes and supernatant was collected in a fresh eppendorf tube and equal volume of isopropanol was added, the tubes were then vortexed and incubated at -20ºC for 30 minutes. After the incubation, the tubes were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes and supernatant was discarded. To the remaining pellet, 70% ethanol was added and again centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes. Supernatant was discarded and pellet was dried completely before addition of 50 µl distilled water and storage at -20ºC.

Confirmation of begomovirus infection using conventional techniques

The infection in squash plants was confirmed using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) through selective amplification of coat protein gene. The primers specific to the *CP* gene of *Squash leaf curl China Virus* were used for the validation. The following
reactions mixture was prepared: 0.5µl nuclease free water, 5µl master mix, 0.25µl forward primer, 0.25µl reverse primer, 4µl extracted total DNA solution.

Extraction of filtrate from squash plant leaves

The plant leaf extract was prepared through filtration method. The symptomatic leaves (100 g) were washed in water and kept in -20ºC overnight. The frozen leaves were then homogenized by 0.1 M Phosphate buffer using mortar and pestle. The plant extract was filtered through No.1 Whatmann filter paper.

Immunopurification of virus particle using antibody-MNP conjugates

The Ab-conjugated MNPs solution was taken in five tubes in equal volume. 25µl, 50 µl, 75 µl, 100 µl and 125 µl of crude extract was added to the tubes followed by incubation at RT for 30 mins. Afterwards, coupling buffer at pH 7.0 was added and incubated for 1 h. The Ag-Ab-MNP complex was separated using a magnet and washed 3 times with washing buffer. This complex was later suspended in 200 µl of Antigen Retrieval buffer (ARB) at RT for 30 mins and kept under vortex. The virus particle i.e. the antigen was purified from the debris.

Results and discussion

Iron oxide nanoparticles were prepared using a modified protocol of so far available co-precipitation method\textsuperscript{14,15}. The Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and Fe\textsuperscript{3+} salts were co-precipitated using sodium hydroxide to form magnetite.

In situ preparation of iron oxide nanoparticles modified with APTES

Magnetite nanoparticles was synthesized using the modified co-precipitation method described previously. Fe(II) and Fe(III) salts were co-precipitated using the aqueous NaOH solution. The stoichiometric ratio of Fe\textsuperscript{3+} to Fe\textsuperscript{2+} was set to 2:1 in the solid phase at the pH range between 10 – 12 at 70ºC. The reaction was carried out under the
The continuous supply of Nitrogen gas. The co-precipitation method using Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\) ions reacting in alkaline conditions has been extensively investigated and the following reactions were proposed for the mechanism of magnetite formation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fe}^{3+} + 3\text{OH}^- & \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_3 (s) \\
\text{Fe(OH)}_3 (s) & \rightarrow \text{FeOOH} (s) + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{Fe}^{2+} + 2\text{OH}^- & \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_2 (s) \\
2\text{FeOOH} (s) + \text{Fe(OH)}_2 (s) & \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 (s) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]

Giving an overall reaction:

\[
2\text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{Fe}^{2+} + 8\text{OH}^- = 2\text{Fe(OH)}_3\text{Fe(OH)}_2 (s) \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 (s) + 4\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

The reaction was carried out in Nitrogen atmosphere because magnetic nanoparticles has the tendency to become maghemite\(^{60}\) due to its instability and susceptibility to oxygen. This can be represented by the following equation.

\[
\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 + 0.25\text{O}_2 + 4.5\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 3\text{Fe(OH)}_3
\]

\[
\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 + 2\text{H}^+ \rightarrow \gamma\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 + \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

Thus prepared magnetite nanoparticles possess a net negative charge due to the \(-\text{OH}^-\) ions on their surface. The inter-particle distance therefore get decreased and tend to come closer to each other causing aggregation of particles thus resulting in the increase in the particle size.\(^{61,62,63,64,65}\) The poly-dispersity among the particles makes it unsuitable for bio-applications.\(^{66}\) In order to overcome such problems, the surface of iron oxide nanoparticles were coated with appropriate functional moiety. Certain parameters were considered while choosing a suitable functional moiety: 1) the stability of the surface coat, 2) type of biomolecule to be conjugated, 3) side chain chemistry of the biomolecule, 4) dispersity of nanoparticles and 5) redox potential.

Upon functionalization with suitable capping agent, the nanoparticles stay apart from each other due to the steric/electrostatic repulsion between particles. Here in, we demonstrated the conjugation of anti-ACMV antibody on the surface of iron oxide nanoparticles. Generally, antibody possess two ends: variable end and constant end. The variable end inhabits most of the amino (-NH\(^3\)) groups and the latter is known to possess carboxyl groups. Therefore bio-conjugation was done using the –COO\(^-\) end groups of the antibody which do not affect the specificity of the antibody. In order to build a covalent linkage between the nanoparticles and antibody APTES was used as coating compound. Upon encapsulation with APTES, the surface of the nanoparticles were left positive. The following analyses were carried out for the physico-chemical
characterization of magnetic nanoparticles: Transmission electron microscopy, Particle size analyzer (DLS), Surface Charge Analysis (Zeta-sizer), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR), Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) and UV-Visible Spectrophotometer.

**Characterization of APTES modified iron oxide nanoparticles**

**Particle size analyzer**

The size distribution of the magnetic nanoparticles was determined using Malvern Nano ZS Zetasizer. The size of the magnetic nanoparticles determined using the multiple scattering techniques through laser diffraction method was approximately from 10 to 100 nm. The average diameter of the APTES-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (APTES-MNPs) was ~25 nm (Fig. 2a).

The particle size is the main factor that makes the particle suitable for various applications. Especially, the particles can be used for biomedical applications only at smaller size.\(^{67}\) It has been known that the particle size of the particles depends on the acidity and the ionic strength of the medium.\(^{13,68}\) The particle size decreases at higher pH and ionic strength. The chemical composition on the surface of the particles and consecutively, the surface charge of the particles are determined by the pH and the ionic strength of the medium. Another factor that influences the particle size is the mixing rate of the solution. As the mixing rate increases the size of the particles tend to decrease. The limit of oxidation rate is also factors influencing the particle size. It has been proved that bubbling of medium with nitrogen decreases the particle size when compared to the methods without oxygen removal.\(^{69,70}\) The particle size is also dependent on the proportion of the iron salts used for the preparation of iron oxide nanoparticles.\(^{71}\)

**Surface Charge Analysis**

The surface charge or the zeta potential (ζ) of the magnetic nanoparticles was analyzed in Malvern ZS Nano instrument using laser Doppler velocimetry technique. The APTES-MNPs exhibited positive charge of around +25 mV at <pH 10 which is essential for an ideal electrostatic stabilization. The surface charge of the particles is positive due to the silane molecule APTES that has been coated on the surface of the
magnetic nanoparticles at neutral pH\textsuperscript{72} indicating that all the –NH\textsubscript{2} groups have been transformed to -NH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+} group. The surface charge was determined by the pH of the solution. Since the silanization process was carried out in neutral pH, the zeta potential was taken at pH 6.8. The electrostatic repulsion between the particles is based on the surface charge of the particles. The net positive charge of the particles makes the particle repel each other. The repulsion force between particles has prevented them from aggregation maintaining mono-dispersion.\textsuperscript{21} (Fig. 2b). Therefore, surface bio-functionalization of magnetic nanoparticles is a most important step to prepare stable particles in the medium. A net positive charge is most vital for the covalent immobilization of antibody on the magnetic nanoparticles. The result proves that the particles are stable in the medium at neutral pH.

**Fourier Transform Infra-red spectroscopy (FT-IR)**

The coating of the magnetite surface through silanization was confirmed using FTIR spectroscopy. Fig. 2c shows the FTIR spectra of the MNPs and APTES-MNPs. For MNPs nanoparticles, the characteristic absorption peaks at 601 and 702 cm\textsuperscript{-1} are attributed to the Fe-O stretching in the (a-b) plane.\textsuperscript{73} APTES is adsorbed on the magnetite nanoparticles surfaces by Fe-O-Si bond, because of the absorption band corresponded to this band appears at around 601 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and therefore overlaps with the Fe-O bend, while Si-O stretching was observed at 987.48 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{74} The band at 1319.2 and 1396.36 cm\textsuperscript{-1} corresponds to C-O stretch and C-H bend, respectively. The IR absorbance at 1650.94 cm\textsuperscript{-1} corresponds to the stretching vibration at N-H bend which is a primary amine, NH\textsubscript{2} groups, confirm the existence of APTES. Finally, the weak FTIR peak at 3618.1 cm\textsuperscript{-1} relates to the free O-H groups concerned with surface exposed MNPs. Therefore, the presence of Fe-O bend, Si-O stretching, and N-H bend provide evidence for APTES being functionalized on the surface of MNPs.

**X-ray Diffraction Techniques**

The XRD data revealed typical X-ray powder diffraction patterns of magnetite nanoparticles at pH 7 (Fig. 2d). The structural and phase investigation of samples are analyzed by XRD measurements which have been compared with the standard data at the solution with pH 7. There are no significant existence of other phase or impurity. It was found that the samples showed crystalline and strong orientation at (220), (311), (400), (422), (511) and (440) planes with 2\(\theta\) = 30.0\(^{\circ}\), 35.4\(^{\circ}\), 43.0\(^{\circ}\), 53.4\(^{\circ}\), 56.9\(^{\circ}\)
and 62.5°, respectively. There are no intense peaks along (110), (210), (211) that are corresponding to γ–Fe₂O₃ particles. The crystalline grain size was determined using Debye-Scherrer Equation \( D = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta \cos\theta} \) for intense peak. The calculated average size of the nanoparticles calculated from XRD studies is 14.05nm. The fact, based on the Ostwald ripening theory, the precipitated particles possess larger crystalline sizes due to the high pH and the increased temperature. After surface modification, the particles become smaller due to the inter-particle repulsion force. Comparatively, small particles are preferred for their higher surface energy.

**Vibrating Sample Magnetometer**

The characterization of the magnetic properties of the Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles was done using vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at room temperature thereby cycling the magnetic field between -15000 to +15000 Oe, where parameters such as saturation magnetization \( M_s \) and coercive field \( H_c \) were evaluated. Hysteresis curves of the magnetic nanoparticles in powder state was measured (Fig. 2e). The nano-fluidic behavior of the magnetite nanoparticles was mainly determined by their magnetic properties. It has been known that in the existence of magnetic field \( H \), the magnetic moment \( \mu \) of the particles will tend to arrange along the magnetic field direction, leading to a macroscopic magnetization of the liquid. These type of magnetic materials show hysteresis loops (M-H curves) which could be defined by the irreversibility in the magnetization process related to the pinning of magnetic domain walls at impurities or crystal defects which often restricts the domain wall motion. Another potential cause of such a behavior is the magnetic anisotrophy of the crystalline lattice. With the increase in the applied field, the domains change size and rotate until the materials gets fully magnetized leading to the saturation magnetization \( M_s \). The magnetic moment of the particle freely oscillate with respect to the heat energy. Thus obtained saturation magnetization, \( M_s \) and coercive field, \( H_c \) at room temperature were 14.5 emu/g. It has been suggested that \( M_s \) of nearly 7-22 emu/g is found suitable for biomedical applications. The decrease in the size of the magnetic nanoparticles results in the decrease of saturation magnetization which is due to the large deformations occurred on the surface of small particles. The mean magnetic diameter \( (D_{mag}) \) and the standard deviation, \( \sigma \) calculated based on the low field and high field portions at room temperature using Chantrell’s equation. Thus synthesized APTES-MNPs found suitable for the application of virus purification.
Bio-functionalization of antibody on magnetic nanoparticles

In order to immobilize protein molecules, the side chain of protein of interest has to be activated with suitable linker and the nanoparticles as well. The purpose of surface activation of Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles was solved by coating the nanoparticles with APTES to form self-assembled monolayers on the surface of these magnetic nanoparticles. The side chain carboxylic group of the antibody molecule was activated by EDC-NHS strategy.$^{80}$

There are two methods so far to immobilize antibody on nanoparticle surface; Non-oriented binding and Oriented Binding. In non-oriented binding, the antibodies are directly immobilized on the surface of the magnetic nanoparticles, the most common method that applies ionic based interaction between the antibody and nanoparticle complex. This type of immobilizing antibodies on magnetic nanoparticles may disturb the coupling efficiency of antibody to the antigen either due to the steric restrictions or the blocking up of reactive sites that aids in the specificity of the molecule. Therefore, specificity of antibody can be increased only through ‘targeted binding’ or the ‘oriented binding’ approach achieved by the covalent immobilization of magnetic nanoparticles to the Fc domain in the antibody.$^{81}$

The amount of antibody loaded on the surface of the magnetic nanoparticles were measured using Bradford assay. The calibration curve was obtained from the absorbance derived at 595nm (data not shown). The antibody concentration was measured in the sample tube before and after conjugation to magnetic nanoparticles. The amount/percentage of surface bound protein on the magnetite nanoparticles was calculated from the residual protein left out in the sample tube after bio-functionalization. The percentage of antibody loaded could be calculated using the following formula:

$$\text{Percentage of Antibody} (%) = \left( \frac{\text{Initial Concentration of Antibody} - \text{Final Concentration of antibody}}{\text{Initial Concentration of Antibody}} \right) \times 100$$

In such a way, it was found that nearly 75% of the antibody molecules were immobilized on 1 mg of magnetic nanoparticles, i.e. the given initial concentration of antibody was 1.2 mg/mL and the final quantity of antibody left in the sample tube was
0.35 mg/mL (Fig. 3b). The high percent of loading of antibody on the surface of the magnetic nanoparticles is due to the activation of the carboxyl group in the antibody at a slightly acidic pH.\textsuperscript{82} Further the Ab-MNPs were characterized using particle size analyzer. The antibody-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles showed a drastic change in their size compared to bare MNPs which might be due to the surface capping of the nanoparticles by the antibody.

It is because of the polymeric nature of the antibody the magnetic nanoparticles come close together to increase the size of the particles. Thus measured size of the particles was ~80 nm in diameter (Fig. 3a). This result clearly indicates that the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles has increased due to the agglomeration of particles caused by antibody.

**Bio-Separation of Begomovirus using Ab-MNPs**

The Ab-MNPs were used to precipitate the virus particles from the solution. The antibody-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles aggregated due to the adhered virus and the formed hydrogen bonding in between the viral antigen and the antibody. The increase in the size of the magnetic nanoparticles were measured using the particle size analyzer (Fig. 4a).

The hydrodynamic diameter of the nanoparticles increased to nearly 1100 nm i.e. 1.1 µm which confirms the immunoprecipitation complex in between the magnetic nanoparticles. SDS PAGE analysis for the solution eluted from the first wash was run along with the partial purified sample (Fig. 4c). In gel lane 1, the separated crude extract sample has found to possess multiple protein bands. It is clearly understood that the appeared multiple protein bands was due to the presence of enormous plant proteins. This has been further proven by UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Fig. 4b), which exhibit peak at 265 nm indicating the presence of biomolecules, i.e. DNA/proteins. The amplification of CP gene in the crude extract indicates the presence of viral infection (control). But the CP gene was not amplified in MNPs treated samples (Fig. 4d). This clearly indicates that huge amount of virus particles have adhered to the antibody immobilized magnetic nanoparticles. During the second wash and the third wash, the virus particles were not found. The antigen-antibody-MNP aggregates were suspended to antigen retrieval buffer (ARB) at pH 10. The ionic strength of the solution plays an important role in the release of captured
antigen. It is also due to the fact that surface charge of the virion particles becomes zero at that particular pH. After incubation with ARB, the antigen was released from the Ab-MNPs complexes and left free in the medium. The remaining Ab-MNPs conjugates were separated using the magnet. The release of antigen in the solution was confirmed using the SDS-PAGE electrophoresis, PCR and Agarose gel electrophoresis. The SDS-PAGE showed intact bands between 56 kDa and 101 kDa, at ~85 kDa which should be a trimer of the 28.6 kDa coat protein of begomovirus (Fig. 5a)\(^\text{83}\). The isolated viral particles were compared with the viral particles extracted using the conventional techniques and the Ab-MNPs recycled to isolate viral particles in a sample (Fig. 5b). Therefore, it confers that these Ab-MNPs can be reproduced rather than get wasted. The presence of proteins was further confirmed using UV-Visible spectrophotometer as the absorbance peak was found at ~270nm (Fig. 5c). The broad peak at 400nm decreased indicating the reduction in the Ab-MNP complex. The CP gene was amplified using polymerase chain reaction in all the samples confirming the presence of virus particles (Fig. 5d). The antibody conjugated magnetic nanoparticles was more helpful in the purification of virus particles skipping the most expensive ultra-centrifuge technique. This technique employing the use of magnetic nanoparticles would help the research community in the bioseparation/purification of virus particles using a magnet.

### Conclusions

This work reports for the first time about the powerful application of antibody conjugated MNPs in the purification of begomovirus from the infected plant samples. The hydrophobically prepared magnetic nanoparticles were modified into hydrophilic particles using APTES mediated silanization. APTES modified MNPs showed a mean diameter of ~25nm. Thus synthesized APTES-MNPs was conjugated with the antibodies specific for Begomovirus. The antibody-conjugated MNPs was found to be ~80nm in diameter due to the surface coverage with antibodies. While Ab-MNPs were suspended in the crude extract of ash gourd leaf samples, the Ab-MNPs has acquired the viral antigens through immunoprecipitation reaction resulting in a drastic increase in diameter i.e. 1100nm which were then separated using a magnet. Finally, after treating with Antigen retrieval buffer at pH 10, the captured virion particles are released into the buffer solution. The results were confirmed using SDS-PAGE,
Polymerase Chain reaction and agarose gel electrophoresis. This technique will serve as a great tool for researchers to skip off the time-consuming ultra-centrifugation step for the separation of biomolecules.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the methodology of eluting virion particles using Ab-MNPs.

Fig. 2. a) Particle size analysis data showing that the hydrodynamic diameter of APTES-MNPs at ~25 nm. Inset: Scheme of APTES-MNPs; b) $\zeta$-potential analysis showing the peak at $+24.4 \text{mV}$, a net positive charge; c) FT-IR analysis showing peak for A) Bare MNPs, B) APTES-MNPs corresponding to Fe-O stretch, Si-O bend and N-H bend; d) XRD data showing peaks of bare MNPs compared with APTES-MNPs at (220), (311), (400), (422), (511), (440). e) Hysteresis loop obtained from VSM measurements of synthesized MNPs functionalized with APTES at Room temperature.

Fig. 3. a) $\zeta$-potential analysis data showing increase in the size of the nanoparticles after the immobilization of antibody on magnetic nanoparticles; b) UV-visible spectrophotometer analysis of residual antibody concentration after binding to APTES-MNPs showing reduction in the amount of protein.

Fig. 4. $\zeta$-potential analysis data showing increase in the hydrodynamic diameter of the Ab-MNPs upon addition of virion particles; b) UV-Visible spectrophotometer analysis showing absorbance at ~260nm indicative of unbound protein molecule (impurities); c) SDS-PAGE analysis showing unbound protein (impurities) bands. M-Broad range protein marker, 1 – crude extract from plants, 2-6 showing eluted impure proteins at concentrations 25$\mu$L, 50$\mu$L, 75$\mu$L, 100$\mu$L, 125$\mu$L respectively; d) Fluorogram of amplification of CP gene from the unbound protein molecules showing no amplification in other samples indicative of absence of virion particles in the elute.

Fig. 5. a) SDS-PAGE analysis of virion particles eluted using the antibody-conjugated MNPs showing protein bands at ~85kDa; b) UV-visible spectrophotometer analysis showing elevated peak at ~260nm indicating the presence of protein molecules after elution using Ab-MNPs; c) Fluorogram of amplification of CP gene from the finally eluted sample showing bands at 500bp indicating the presence of virion particles in the elution done using Ab-MNPs.
Lane M - Protein Broad Range Marker; Lane 1 - Partial Purified sample; Lane 2-6 - Viral Particles eluted from 25μL, 50μL, 75μL, 100μL, 125μL PBS using Ab-MNPs

Lane M - Protein Broad Range Marker
Lane 1 - Protein eluted using conventional techniques
Lane 2 - Protein eluted using magnetic nanoparticles
Lane 3 - Protein eluted from recycled Ab-MNPs
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- 500 bp marker
- Lane 1 - PCR amplification of Partial Purified sample
- Lane 2-6 - PCR amplification of eluted antigen (Ag)